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ABSTRACT
This is the first of a 3 part series of papers published at the
Control Systems '92 Conference, Whistler, B.C. describing the
development of an advanced control application from concept
to startup. Part 1 describes the tool and development environ
ment. Part 2, Fixed Time Zone Methodology for Plug Flow
Simulations as Applied to an Oxygen Delignification Reac
tor describes the process model and Part 3,Adaptive Predic
tive Nonlinear Control describes the resulting advanced con
trol strategy.
This paper describes a dynamic process modeling tool which
was developed using object-oriented programming techniques.
High fidelity is achieved using mathematical relationships
from the first principles of physics and chemistry as well as
empirical data. The resultant tool is easy for designers to use.
It can be applied to the modeling needs of virtually every aspect
of an engineering project from concept, through process and
control design to control system checkout, to operations train
ing, and ongoing operations troubleshooting and optimization.

INTRODUCTION
Engineers and operations managers have traditionally been
unable to use one modeling platform for multiple purposes
such as process design, training, Distributed Control System
(DCS) checkout, advanced control design and testing, training
and process optimization. Because of the mathematical rigor
required for high fidelity dynamic models, process design has
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been dominated by steady-state simulation. Where high fidel
ity dynamic models were developed, they were usually unsuit
able for DCS checkout or training because they were too
complex to run in real time with affordable computer re
sources. Embedded DCS simulations and many external op
erator trainers usually required compromises in the models to
obtain real time performance, resulting in low to medium-high
fidelity process simulations. The cost of developing and run
ning large scale high fidelity simulations for control system
checkout and operator training could not be justified except in
extreme cases.
Recognizing the need to combine high model fidelity suitable
for process and control design and real time operation into a
single package, the authors participated in a development
effort to address these issues. The objective was to design a tool
for Integrated Design Engineering with Advanced Simulation
(IDEAS™) that would be a key contributor to the the complete
life cycle of a process plant, including:
•

Initial Process Conceptual Design

•

Detailed Process Design

•

Advanced Control Design

•

DCS Checkout

•

Operator and Maintenance Training

•

Process Optimization

General Description
The resulting development is a graphical design tool which
uses object-oriented programming techniques (see Appendix
A) based on a modified form of the C programming language.
Object-oriented programming techniques result in a software
system that is well organized and is especially suited to high
performance dynamic simulation. The objects become analo
gous to pieces of process equipment and instrumentation. The
messages passed between objects are analogous to the infor
mation carried through a process pipe from one piece of
equipment to another.
The object-oriented approach requires no communications or
subroutine calls other than the message passing. Furthermore,
the message structure between objects is transparent to the
user, since it is managed by graphically connecting objects on
the screen.
The object-oriented approach also lends itself especially well
to an icon-based graphical interface that is essential to ensure
acceptance by the process and process control design engi
neers and practical utilization by plant personnel. An iconbased graphical programming environment ensures that the
graphics are an integral part of the model building process.
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This has productivity advantages over traditional graphics
front-ends that require building of the model through nongraphical techniques, then building a graphic and linking it to
the appropriate parts of the model.
The model is built starting with a blank computer screen upon
which objects are placed from various object libraries ( refer to
Object Type Descriptions below). Figure 1 illustrates an ex
ample. These objects are connected using a mouse to build a
model analogous to the corresponding flowsheet (P&ID or
P&C). Each object is given specific data to give it the same
characteristics as its real world counterpart. This is done by
opening a dialog box for each object and filling in information.
This dialog box appears when the object is selected and doubleclicked by the mouse. Figure 2 shows a typical dialog box with
information required from the user.

Model Fidelity. The fidelity of a model is a measure of how
closely the model parallels the real process. The higher the
fidelity the closer the model matches the real process under the
same conditions. High fidelity is achieved by using the first
principles of physics and chemistry to describe process opera
tions where it is possible and empirical data from field and
laboratory testing where it is not possible. The piping network
pressure and flow relationship also contributes to the model
fidelity. Nearly all dynamic modeling platforms use the physi
cal laws of conservation of energy and mass in solving flows
through pipes. The further use of conservation of momentum,
however, is not as universal but is really necessary to achieve
high fidelity in many applications. This simulator does include
the conservation of momentum in its piping network solution.
Often the solution techniques used to solve the piping flows
and pressures only work with flow going in the positive
direction. The technique used in this platform, however, allows
reverse flow. If, for example, the piping objects are connected
together without check valves, the simulator allows for flow in
either direction for all connections and provides for the appro
priate mixing calculations to cover these situations for all
stream components. The pressure dynamics of the model
determine the direction of flow, just like they would in an
operating plant.

The Process Objects have a one to one correspondence to real
world equipment. This allows the simulation to be built di
rectly from a P&ID or flow sheet by retrieving objects from a
library and connecting them together in the proper configura
tion on a worksheet using a mouse. Figure 1 illustrates a
portion of a model showing these objects and the manner in
which they are connected. First principles are used where
possible to provide the modeling equations and when not
possible empirical relationships are used. The process objects
are modeled independently of the fluid being processed. For
example, a heat exchanger would function properly regardless
of whether it is fed water or oil. It merely processes the
materials which arrive in the streams connected to it. The
physical properties for each material in the model are available
to each object on the worksheet.
The Pressure/Flow Objects consist of pipes, valves, pumps,
pressure nodes (pipe junctions) and network solver objects for
compressible and incompressible fluid flow. The person
building the simulation enters the following information in the
dialog boxes for each of these items:
OBJECT

PARAMETERS

Pipe

•Pipe Diameter
•Pipe Length
•Pipe Roughness
•Fitting Resistances
•Compressible Or Incompressible Fluid

Valve & Pipe

Above plus:
•Cv at 100% opening
•Linear or Equal Percentage Trim
•Percentage open and delta pressure for
automatic sizing mode

Pump/Suction Pipe •All standard pipe parameters for
suction piping (above)
Curve fit coefficients for:
•Pump Curve (two-dimensional for
variable speed or selectable
impeller pumps)
•NPSH Curve
•Maximum Flow Curve
•Elevation of pump centerline
•Flow for sizing mode

Object Type Descriptions. The objects used in this
simulator are classified into seven types:
1.

Process Objects

2.

Pressure/Flow Network Objects

3.

Material Properties/Stream Definition Objects

4.

Control Objects

5.

Communication Objects

6.

Data Collection and Display Objects.

7. Training Objects
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Pressure Node

•Elevation
•Compressible/Incompressible Switch

Solver

•Convergence Limit
•Maximum No. of Iterations.

The solver is capable of reaching a fully converged piping
network solution for mass, energy, and momentum every
simulation step. The flow in each piping branch is
calculated either in the conventional manner using the
Colebrook equation for Newtonian fluids or using empirical
coefficients for non-Newtonian fluids.
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FIGURE 1. A Portion of an IDEAS™ Model Worksheet

FIGURE 2. An IDEAS™Dialog Box for a PID Controller
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The Material Properties/Stream Definition Objects allow
the user to define the various materials which will make up a
fluid stream in the model. Flowing through each pipe, valve
pump, etc., is an array (the stream array) which is comprised of
general information about the stream such as temperature and
pressure as well as specific information about each component
material in the stream such as mass fractions and component
flows. Properties for these materials are also available to each
object in the model. These material properties include but are
not limited to:
•

Density as a function of temperature and pressure

•

Viscosity as a function of temperature

•

Enthalpy as a function of temperature and pressure

•

Heat Capacity as a function of temperature

The mass fraction proportions of the various materials may be
specified at each source location in the model. These propor
tions, as well as source pressure and temperature, can be
dynamically varied during the simulation run. The variations

available include random noise, ramps and sine waves. These
variations can be programmed to occur from another object
outside the source object.
The number of components in the stream is adjustable. A
recent model of a wood pulp bleaching process, for example,
used 15 total stream components.
The Control Objects have a one to one correspondence with
physical instruments such as transmitters, analyzers, stand
alone controllers, etc. or with DCS functions such as PID
control algorithms, high/low select blocks, etc. They are used
to provide control functions to the process model. The objects
can be either generic control objects or objects corresponding
to a specific equipment vendor. Figure 3 shows part of the
control logic which was reproduced from the actual DCS
configuration documents (in this case Bailey™ Cadews™). If
the end use of the model is as a stand-alone simulator, such as
an operator trainer, the control will be part of the model. If,
however, the model will be used for DCS checkout, the control
will reside in the actual DCS hardware/software and the
process model will interface to this control via the I/O sub
system discussed later.

Control Objects:
Example of Bailey™ Configuration Emulation
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FIGURE 3. IDEAS™ Control Objects
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The Communication Objects are used to interface control
signals or stream array information to other computers, to the
I/O subsystem, or to a DCS.
These objects operate in conjunction with a communication
driver object. DCS interface objects which allow direct com
munication with Bailey Infi-90™ and Rosemount System 3™
consoles have been developed and others are in development.
The Data Collection and Display Objects allow the user to
observe and record various information in the model. Plotter
objects can be connected to control signals or to stream
variables (by using transmitters to extract the proper variable
from the stream array).
These objects graphically plot the information as the model
runs as well as present the information in tabular form (see
Figure 4).
The Snapshot object allows worksheet conditions to be stored
as a file for later retrieval and replay.
The Training Objects allow the creation and execution of
preprogrammed plant operations scenarios. When the model is
configured for training it includes all control functions and
communicates directly with a DCS console so that the operator
can control the simulated process from the console just as he
would the real process. Using the Scenario Manager™ object,
the trainer can initiate one or more failure/anomaly scenarios
for the operator. Other objects work in concert with the
Scenario Manager™ to create changes in setpoints, trip pumps,
fail transmitters either high or low, etc. The plotter objects can
then be used to record and review the operator’s responses. For
example, one scenario could cause the consistency in a stock
feeder to increase by reducing dilution flow because of a flow
transmitter “failure”. The operator should notice the gradually
increasing feeder amperage and manually increase the dilution
flow. If the operator failed to do this the internal control logic
would, as would the real control system, trip the feeder. Figure
5 shows a typical Scenario Manager for a bleach plant model.

FIGURE 4. Plotter Object
143 zones where material, energy, momentum balances and
reaction kinetics are computed in each zone in real-time. This
model is described in the companion paper, Part 3, referenced
in the abstract.

Operations Management
When used during the original process design phase this
simulator will result in an optimized plant design with fewer
dynamic problems and operational restrictions.

Advanced Control Design
The high fidelity of this simulator allows it to be used to
develop and check-out advanced control strategies. An ex
ample of using this modeling method for advanced control
design and check-out is with an O2 delignification reactor
control strategy. The proprietary strategy uses a combination
of an embedded kinetic model with an adaptive one, an
adaptive/predictive controller and an on-line parameter esti
mation technique that “learns” a process’ idiosyncrasies. It is
designed to successfully cope with varying dead-times and
control outlet Kappa for minimum variation based upon accu
rate predictions of process reactions to disturbances. This
strategy is described in the companion paper, Part 2, referenced
in the abstract.
The process objects are as high in fidelity as the available
information allows. For example the high fidelity O2
delignification system model has a reactor that is divided into
www.andritz.com

Greenfield installations or plant expansions benefit from re
duced start-up time and off-specification product due to opera
tor familarization with the new process and controls.
This simulator is useful for managing the day to day operations
of a process plant. It provides a powerful "what-if" tool for use
in plant process troubleshooting and maintaining optimal
process performance. It can be used to schedule production to
minimize product change-over waste, optimize, raw material
usage and minimize power consumption. Maintenance out
ages and start-ups can be scheduled more effectively. Process
and control system modifications can be tested prior to imple
mentation to minimize upsets and optimize results.
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Communications Capabilities

Process Designer's Perspective:

Serial Communications with DCS Consoles. In order to
accomplish operator training it is necessary for the model to
communicate with a DCS console of the exact type the operator
will use on the real process. The model and the controls would
reside in the simulator. Special communication objects (de
scribed above) would be placed on the model worksheet to
provide communications with a DCS console. A special serial
driver object then communicates the appropriate control signal
to and from the console via a serial link.

• Improved communications with the client
• Improved coordination of design between process engineers
and control engineers
• Dynamic capability results in design of the process as a
system
• Optimized design for startups, shutdowns, upset conditions
• Allow troubleshooting of very complex process problems
• What-if scenarios allows optimization of process design and
equipment sizing
• Increase in quality by “doing the right thing right the first
time”

I/O Subsystem Connections. In order to use the model in
DCS checkout the model must be able to interface to the actual
DCS control hardware. Other systems in use for DCS checkout
often use a “gateway” technique to communicate the simula
tion parameters directly to the DCS controller without going
through the DCS I/O wiring. This allows the testing of the DCS
configuration but does not check out the I/O hardware and
various switch settings, dip shunts, etc. used to configure
output channels on many DCS types. This simulator allows the
user to interface to a DCS under test, directly through the I/O
terminals which will be used in the field. The device which
emulates the I/O signals is called the Advanced Systems Test
Simulator (ASTS, Figure 6). TCP/IP protocol is used to com
municate between this subsystem and the simulator. This high
fidelity simulation approach allows testing of not only basic
controls but also higher level supervisory and advanced con
trol applications. The high speed of the I/O subsystem also
allows testing of drive control systems requiring process
response to speed control loops within a 10 millisecond scan
rate.
Multiple Computers Used for Large Models.Sometimes the
scope of a specific modeling project requires a model that is too
large to run in real time on one computer. When this occurs the
model is split into logical process areas and is run on two or
more computers. The computers communicate with each other
also using TCP/IP protocol. The model is synchronized from
one process area to another by using a modified form of the
standard pipe object. This pipe object allows the user to specify
the pipe diameter, length, roughness, number of fittings and
other parameters for this inter-computer process link.

Plant Perspective:
Operator Training
• Realistic process response to control input
• Hands-on experience without the potential equipment dam
age and schedule restrictions
• Can test what-if equipment/operator failure scenarios
• Allows familiarization with control equipment and strategies
before startup
• Can spot weakness in operator skills before startup
Operations Management
• Results in an optimized plant design from both a process and
control standpoint
• Minimized down-time and start-up
• Optimized ongoing operation
• Effective maintenance training
• Planning of production changes and maintenance outages
• Subsequent process changes can be made with confidence
CONCLUSION
The object-oriented icon-based software approach results in a
tool that is easy for process and process control designers to
use. Armed with a P&ID the user can build detailed simula
tions significantly faster than other approaches of similar
fidelity.
The benefits to designers and operating plants are significant
and will revolutionize the way process and process control
engineering is done on industrial projects.

BENEFITS
The benefits from the perspective of those most likely to use
this simulator are:

The high fidelity objects allow this platform to be used across
a wide range of uses throughout the life-span of a project.

Control Designer's Perspective:
• Process dynamics are modeled accurately enough to allow
development and testing of complex control strategies
• Complex logic can be tested before startup
• Control design can be optimized for startup, shutdown and
upset conditons
• Can size control valves, pumps and piping systems simulta
neously
www.andritz.com
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FIGURE 5. Training Scenario Manager™ Object Dialog Box
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FIGURE 6. Advanced Systems I/O Subsystem
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from that of another type.

3.

Inheritance - When an object is created that is a
member of a class of objects it automatically i n 
herits the characteristics of that class. (Inheritance of
attributes of one object to another is not strictly
supported in this platform although objects can be
duplicated, edited and renamed to produce a similar
but different object.)

The objects reside in a library and when placed on a model
worksheet only the data unique to that instance of that object
resides there. The actual programming code remains in the one
object in the library. If, for example, a change must be made to
a pipe object program it is made one place and will automati
cally be used for all instances of that pipe object.
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